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Let G be a group with a core-free subgroup H (rtr 1) such that the intervat [G/H] is a projective 
geometry. Then H has a normal abelian complement (in G) on which Hacts faithfulIy and which 
is the direct product of H-isomorphic minimal normal subgroups of G provided either G is hyper- 
abelian and H possesses a finite cyclic normal subgroup f 1 (Theorem A) or G has an ascending 
normal series with finite abelian factors (Theorem B). 
1. Introduction 
In a recent paper [5], Plaumann, Strambach and Zacher considered groups in 
which given intervals satisfy certain subgroup lattice conditions of a geometrical 
nature. Among other things, they studied the following situation: 
(*) 
G is a group with a core-free subgroup N(# 1) such that the 
interval [G/H] is a projective geometry. 
in particular they showed that if G is a hypercyclic group satisfying (*>, then 
(t) 
H has a normal abelian complement (in G) on which H acts 
faithfully and which is the direct product of W-isomorphic 
minimal normal subgroups of G. 
In [4]! Kurzweil considered (*) (in fact an apparently weaker hypothesis) when G 
is finite and established the same structure (t) provided that in addition G is soluble. 
The purpose of the present work is to extend both of these results. 
* The second author wishes to acknowledge British Council and CNR support during the preparation 
of this work at the University of Warwick. 
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Theorem A. The structure (t) follows from the hypothesis (*) provided (i) G is 
hyperabelian and (ii) H possesses a finite cyclic normal subgroup # 1. 
Theorem B. The structure (t) follows from the hypothesis (*) provided G has an 
ascending normal series with finite abelian factors. Moreover in this case both H 
and the minimal normal subgroups of G are finite. 
Remarks. (1) It is clear that G in Theorem B is soluble. 
(2) In both Theorems A and B, A is the unique maximal normal abelian subgroup 
of G. (See Lemma 4(iii) in Section 2.) 
(3) Suppose that B is a faithful irreducible module for a group H. Let A be the 
direct sum of any set of isomorphic copies of B and form the natural semidirect pro- 
duct G of A and H. Then HG = 1 and since [G/H] = [A/l], (by Lemma 1 in Sec- 
tion 2), a routine argument shows that the lattice [G/H] is a projective geometry. 
Thus we see how all the groups considered in Theorems A and B are constructed. 
Notation 
- [G/H], the lattice of subgroups of G containing H, 
- [G/Hlx, the lattice of X-invariant subgroups of G containing H, 
- G’, the derived subgroup of G, 
- C,(Y), the centralizer of Y in X, 
- NG(H), the normalizer of H in G, 
- HK, the intersection of all conjugates of H under K, 
- N. a G: N is a minimal normal subgroup of G, 
- M<. G: M is a maximal subgroup of G. 
2. Preliminary results 
Some of the arguments in this section are of a rather more general nature than 
is required for the proofs of Theorem A and B. However, they should be of indepen- 
dent interest and could well be useful in future developments. 
Lemma 1. Let G be a group, HS G, Na G and G = HN. Then the map v, : [G/H] + 
[N/H n NIH defined by 
y7:X++XflN 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. For any subgroup XE [G/H], X=XflHN= H(XnN). Therefore (D is injec- 
tive. Also if YE[N/H(~N]~, then 
YHnN= Y(HnN)= Y 
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and so 9 is surjective. Hence p is bijective and clearly v, and v,-’ preserve inclu- 
sions. It follows that 9 is an isomorphism. 0 
Now we show that G’ is a candidate for N in the situation of (*). 
Lemma 2. Suppose that a group G has a non-normal subgroup H such that [G/H] 
is a projective geometry. Then G = HG’. 
Proof. We have K= HG’a G. Assume, for a contradiction, that K< G. Choose 
PE [G/H] with H< . P and P<K. Then 
H=PnKiP. 
However, it is easy to see that G is generated by all such subgroups P and so Ha G, 
a contradiction. 0 
Corollary. Let H be a subgroup of a metabelian group G satisfying hypothesis (*). 
Then G’ is a complement of H in G and 
[G/H] = [G’/l],. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, G = HG’ and therefore HfI G’a G. Thus Hfl G’= 1. The 
second statement follows from Lemma 1. 0 
Remark. For metabelian groups G, the full structure described by (t) follows from 
(*) as a consequence of this corollary and Lemma 4 (see below). 
We now focus our attention on the normal abelian subgroups of arbitrary groups 
G satisfying (*). 
Lemma 3. Let G be a group, HI G, HG= 1 such that [G/H] is a projective geo- 
metry. Let A be a normal abelian subgroup of G, A f 1. Then 
(i) HnA= 1; 
(ii) C,(A) = 1; 
(iii) HA = 1; 
(iv) [HA/H] z [A/l]“. 
Proof. If HA = G, then HfI A a G and so Hn A = 1. Also (ii)- follow easily in 
this case (using Lemma 1 for (iv)). 
Now suppose that X= HA <G. Then there exists Tin [G/H] such that Xrl T= H 
and (X, T) = G. Since A # 1, T< G and there is a subgroup Y<. G with TI Y. Then 
G = YA and hence Y nA a G. If { Y, 1 A EA} is the set of all maximal subgroups of 
G containing T, we have 
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and thus it follows that 
27-l/4=n (Y,fM)aG. 
i 
However, TflA 5 TfIX=H and therefore TnA =HnA Q G. This proves (i). 
We also see that TA L HA =X and hence TA = G. Thus 
CT(A)aG. (1) 
Using the properties of the projective geometry [G/H], it is easy to see that the inter- 
section of all the complements T of X in [G/H] is equal to H. Therefore, by (l), 
C,(A)aG, 
establishing (ii). Then from (i) we have [HAI A] = 1 and so (ii) implies (iii). 
Finally (iv) follows from Lemma 1. 0 
Under the same hypotheses as Lemma 3, we can obtain information 
minimal normal and normal abelian subgroups of G. 
about the 
Lemma 4. Let G be a group with HS G, HG= 1 such that [G/H] is a projective 
geometry. Then 
(i) any two minimal normal subgroups of G are H-isomorphic, and even G- 
isomorphic if they are abelian; 
(ii) every normal abelian subgroup of G is a direct product of minimal normal 
subgroups of G; and 
(iii) G has a unique maximal normal abelian subgroup. 
Proof. (i) Let N,, N2. a G, N, # N2. Clearly there are maximal subgroups MI, h/r, 
of G containing H such that 
M,N,=G, i= 1,2. 
We claim: 
There is a maximal subgroup A4 of G containing H such 
that MN,=G, i= 1,2. (2) 
For, suppose that MI #IMP (otherwise take M=M,). Then there is a maximal sub- 
group M3 of G such that, for i= 1,2, 
MjflM,=M, nA4, and (M,,M,)=G. 
Since N, z&M,, either N, %M2 or N, $M3; and similarly either N2 $M, or N, 9M3. 
If N,,N,%M,, then we can take M=M,. If N,$M2, then we can take M=M2; 
and if N2SM,, then M=M, suffices. Thus (2) follows. 
Now M n N, aMN, = G and similarly M n N2 a G and by the minimality of N, 
we have 
M(7Ni= 1, i= 1,2. 
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SnN,=l and SN;=N,N?, i=l,2. 
Moreover S is H-invariant and thus 
N,zS=N,. 
H H 
Also if N, and N, are abelian, then Sa G and so N, =G N2. 
(ii) Let A (# 1) be a normal abelian subgroup of G and put X= HA. Let T E [X/H] 
and write A, = TnA. Now there is a subgroup Y of G such that CC, Y> = G and 
Xfl Y= T. Then YnA =A, and YA =G and thus 
A,aG. (3) 
By Lemma 3, HnA = 1 and so 
[X/H] E [A/llH (by Lemma 1) 
= [A/llc; (by (3)). 
Therefore (ii) follows from elementary lattice considerations. 
(iii) Denote by A the join of all the minimal normal abelian subgroups of G. Then 
A is abelian and contains every normal abelian subgroup of G, by (ii). Cl 
Suppose that a is a fixed-point-free (fpf) automorphism of a group G with a of 
prime order. When G is finite and soluble, it is well known that G is nilpotent (see 
[2]) (Thompson [7] showed that even the assumption of solubility is unnecessary). 
We shall need an extension of this result to infinite soluble, in particular metabelian 
groups. Since the infinite dihedral group admits an fpf automorphism of order 2, 
some further hypothesis is clearly necessary in order to guarantee the nilpotency 
of G. Accordingly we say that an automorphism (Y of a group G is uniform if 
{g- rga 1 g E G} = G. Then we have 
Lemma 5. Let u be an automorphism of a group G with Na G and Na = N. {f a 
induces uniform automorphisms on N and G/N, then ct is uniform on G. 
Proof. For gEG, we can write Ng=Nt-‘ta, for some IEG, and hence g=xt-‘t” 
with XE N. Also there are elements yl,_y2gN such that 
x =_I$- ‘YP, x’ 
I 
= _Yt ‘yf . 
Therefore 
g=y;‘ypt-1t0=t-‘y;ly;tU=(y2t)-‘(y2t)a 
and cz is uniform on G. 0 
For finite groups an automorphism is uniform if and only if it is fpf. Then it is 
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easy to see that a uniform automorphism of a polycyclic group is fpf (see [S]). Now 
let G be any group and a be an automorphism of G. If cy has finite order n, then 
tta$ IfI tat’-’ zz 1 (4) 
for all elements 1 of the form g- ‘ga (g E G). Thus if a is uniform, then (4) holds 
for all t E G. In [3], Khukhro proved: 
If a soluble group G admits an fpf automorphism (x of 
prime order n satisfying (4) for all t E G (for example if a! is 
uniform), then G is nilpotent. 
3. Proof of Theorems A and B 
To establish Theorems A and B, it is clear from Lemmas 3 and 4 that it is suffi- 
cient to show that H has a normal abelian complement in G. In order to do this, 
it is convenient first to reduce to the case when the projective geometry [G/H] is 
a line. We achieve this by means of 
Lemma 6. Let G be a hyperabelian group, HZZG and assume the hypothesis (*). 
Suppose that H has no nor-ma! abelian complement in G. Then there is a subgroup 
V of G such that Hr V, H,= 1, [V/H] is a projective line and H has no normal 
abelian complement in V. 
Proof. Suppose that ff< ’ G and let A (# 1) be a normal abeiian subgroup of G. 
Then A g H and so HA = G. Thus Hn A a G and HI?A = 1, a contradiction. There- 
fore we may assume that the lattice [G/H] has dimension 23. 
Let A be a maximal normal abelian subgroup of G. Then A # I and X= HA > H. 
Now let T be any complement of X in [G/H]. We have TA ZX and hence TA = G. 
Therefore Tfl A Q G. However, 
and so TnA = 1. Thus 
T,i’IA=l (5) 
and it follows that 
TG= 1. (6) 
For, if TG# 1, then since G is hyperabelian, T, contains a normal abelian subgroup 
U (# 1) of G and U(7A = 1 by (5). But this contradicts the maximality of A and (6) 
follows. Now from Lemma 3(iii) we see that 
TA = 1. (7) 
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It is clear that X< G and there exists KS G with X< . K. Again by Lemma 3(iii), 
H, = 1 and hence HK= 1. We claim: 
H has no normal abelian complement in K. (8) 
For, suppose that such a complement B exists and let L = TflK. Then H<L and 
LC-lBaLB=K. 
By (7), L, = 1 and since A I K, it follows that LK= 1. Thus L fl B = 1 and 
L=LflHB=H(LnB)=H, 
a contradiction. Therefore (8) is true. 
We may now assume that 
X is a maximal subgroup of G 
(first recalling that HK = 1 and then taking K for G). Therefore H< . T and since 
[G/H] has dimension I 3, T is not maximal in G. Let I/ be any subgroup such that 
T<. VsG. Clearly I/n,4 is a minimal normal subgroup of G (even of V). By 
Lemma 4(i) and (ii), A is generated by minimal normal subgroups of G and these 
subgroups are G-isomorphic to Vfl A. Therefore 
1 = T, (by (7)) = C,(A) = C,( Vfl A) = TV,, = TV, 
since I/= T(VT\rA). Thus H,= 1 and it suffices to show that 
H has no normal abelian complement in V. (9) 
Assume, therefore, for a contradiction, that V=B>a H, with B abelian. Then 
writing A, = VflA, we have either (a) A,B=A1 xB or (b) B>A,. In case (a), 
1 #A ,Bfl Ha HB = V, contradicting H,= 1. In case (b), 1 # Tfl B a V, contradict- 
ing TV= 1. Therefore (9) follows. 0 
Proof of Theorem A. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem A and, for a contradic- 
tion, that H has no normal abelian complement in G. By Lemma 6, we may assume 
in addition that [G/H] is a projective line. 
Let A (Z 1) be the unique maximal normal abelian subgroup of G (which exists 
by Lemma 4(iii)). By Lemma 3(i), HnA = 1. Thus if X= HA, then 
H<.X<.G 
and A. a G. Hence A is the unique non-trivial normal abelian subgroup of G. 
Clearly G’# 1 and G’ contains a non-trivial normal abelian subgroup of G. There- 
fore G’LA. By the Corollary of Lemma 2, G’>A and then G’/A contains a non- 
trivial normal abelian subgroup B/A of G/A. We claim that 
G=B>aH. (10) 
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For, let Y be any point of [G/H] different from X. Now HnBaH. Also 
NnB=(ynx)ns=(ynB)n(~n~)a YnB, 
since A SXCIB and B/A is abelian, that is Xn BaB. Therefore 
~n~a~(yn~). 
We will show that 
fqynB)= Y. (11) 
Then, assuming (11) for the moment, HnBa Y. Clearly there is a point ZE [G/H] 
different from X and Y and hence 
HnBa(Y,Z)=G. 
Thus 
m-m= 1. (12) 
Also BBX, otherwise (11) would give H= Y, a contradiction. Therefore 
G=XB=HAB=HB. 
Together with (12), this establishes (10). 
In order to prove (1 l), it suffices to show that Y nB$ H. Thus suppose, for a con- 
tradiction, that Y nB% H. Choose Z as above and observe that Y, Z are com- 
plements of A in G. Then 
B= yAnB=(ynf+4 (13) 
and intersecting with 2 (L Hr YnB) gives 
zn~=(yni3)~zn~)= ynB=N (say). 
ThereforeNa(Y,Z)=GandN4YnZ=H.Thus YnB=landso,by(13),B=A, 
a contradiction. Hence (11) is proved and we may now assume that (10) is true. 
We will show that B is abelian, giving a final contradiction. By hypothesis, H con- 
tains a finite cyclic normal subgroup, say (h) f 1. We claim that 
[h,a] # 1 for all a (# 1) in A. (14) 
For, if H=H” with Ifff~A, then H<H(a)sX and H<‘X implies H(a)=X, 
that is A =(a>. So [H,A] = 1, which is false, by Lemma 3. Therefore H#H“ for all 
a#1 in A, and 
<H,HHa)=X. 
If [h, a] = 1 for such an a, then (h) aX and 
[h,AJl{h)nA = 1, 
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contradicting Lemma 3(ii). Thus (14) follows and h acts fixed-point-freeIy (fpf) 
on A. 
The next step is to show that 
h acts fpf on B/A. (15) 
Notice that B/A KH YnB where Y is any subgroup different from X with 
NC. Y< 1 G. In order to prove (15), we show first that 
N&7) = H. (16) 
Certainly (by Lemma 3) H-#IX. Thus (16) will follow provided we show that if 
H< Y<G, Y#X, then Hk Y. Therefore suppose, for a contradiction, that Ha Y 
for such a subgroup Y. Then 
Y=Hx(YnB) 
by (10) and it follows that G/A =X/A x B/A since Y normalizes HA =X, that is 
Xa G. Therefore G’IX. But B_( G’ and hence G = H3sX, a contradiction. Thus 
(16) is true. 
Now we establish (15). If (15) is false, then with Yas above, there exists he YnB, 
b # 1, such that [h, b] = I. By (16), Hb #H and so (H, Hb > = Y. Therefore (h) a Y. 
However, G is generated by two such subgroups Y and then (h) u G, contradicting 
H,= 1. Thus (15) follows. From (14) and (15) we see that 
h acts fpf on B. 
Since [A, hj = [A,(h)] (# I) is normalized by H, we must have [A, h] = A, There- 
fore h acts uniformly on A, and similarly h acts uniformly on B/A. Then, by 
Lemma 5, h acts uniformly on B. Without loss of generality h has prime order and 
so B is nilpotent, by Khukhro’s result [3] mentioned at the end of Section 2. Thus 
A (as the unique non-trivial normai abelian subgroup of G) must be the centre of 
B. But then 3 is abelian, by (13), and we have our final contradiction. D 
Proof of Theorem B. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem B and (by way of contra- 
diction) that H has no normal abelian complement in G. As in the proof of Theorem 
A, we may suppose that [G/H] is a projective line (Lemma 6) and G = B x~ H, 
where B’= A is the unique non-trivial normal abelian subgroup of G and B/A is H- 
irreducible. Thus B is finite and since HG= 1, it follows that G is finite. 
If B is a p-group, for some prime p, then A must be the centre of B. However, 
as in the proof of Theorem A (see (13)), B splits over A and we have a contradiction. 
Therefore we may suppose that A is a p-group and B/A is a q-group, where p, q 
are distinct primes. Let X= HA and choose distinct points Y, Z in [G/H] different 
from X. Then YnB, Zn B are Syfow q-subgroups of B and there is an eIement a 
in A such that 
(ynBy= YQnB=znB. 
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If Y’fZ, then Y’nBa(Y’,Z)=G. Thus 
B=A x(m-m) 
is abelian, which is false, Therefore Ya = Z and Na 5 Z. As in the proof of Theorem 
A, I#” #H and hence 
Z=(H,HU) =x, 
a contradiction. Therefore E-I has a normal abelian complement in G. q 
A hyperabelian group G with finite abelian subgroup rank also has finite abelian 
section rank (see [l]), and hence each chief factor of G is finite [6]. Then it is not 
difficult to adapt the proof of Theorem B to show: 
Hypothesis (*) implies the structure (t) whenever G is a 
hyperabelian group with finite abelian subgroup rank. 
It would be interesting to know what other hypotheses in conjunction with (*) 
guarantee the structure (t). 
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